About us:
- Parikh Stevens Architects is a boutique architecture firm specializing in multifamily projects. Our innovative practice Balances the Art and Science of Design to Optimize the Built Environment.
- We have designed about 9,000 units in Colorado.

Balancing Art & Science:
- A keen Design Sense combined with Code and Building Science expertise.
- Buildings as beautiful as they are durable.

Optimizing the Built Environment:
- Beauty
- Efficiency
- Durability
- Inclusivity
- Contextuality
- Sustainability
- Safety
Design Team:

**Architect** – Parikh Stevens Architects
**Civil Engineer** – Strategic Land Solutions
**Landscape Architect** – Studio Terra
**Interior Designer** – Davis Partnership
**Structural Engineer** – Vertex
**Mechanical Engineering** – Tucker Environmental Engineering group
**Electrical Engineering** – Front Range Electrical Engineering
**Photometrics** – Studio Lightning
**Sustainability** – Energetics
**Specifications** - iBim

**GC** – BC Builders
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